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Abstract

This project considers an SVG implementation of the JS-EDEN 1 environment in pursuit of
enhancing the notion of communicable representation or construal conveyed by models defined in
the browser environment. The motivation for doing this is grounded in improving how models
are construed by the user through improvements of and modifications to artefact representation
in JS-EDEN. The identification of di↵erences between the current HTML5 implementation and an
SVG variant is then highlighted by modelling an existing JS-EDEN project to identify how artefact
representation a↵ects the overall construal of a model and how the future development of JS-EDEN
benefits from the use of standardised and widely available tools.

1 Introduction

JS-EDEN is a definitive environment for the
browser modelled on the concepts of observables,
dependency and agency of Empirical Modelling,
supported by the EDEN (Engine for Definitive No-
tations) environment [1]. The tool combines the
use of JavaScript and HTML5 to allow for the
development of environments and their models in
a way which supports the notion of a construal
or ‘communicable representation’ similar to tools
such as tkEden and more recently Web Eden [2].
Web Eden provides the basis for Monks justifi-
cation of a JavaScript based ‘definitive environ-
ment.’ This is because Web Eden’s reliance on an
remote instance of the tkEden dependency engine
meant that the observable capacity of construals
were limited by the ine�ciencies and perceived ’lag’
of the Web Eden architecture. A significant bene-
fit of JS-EDEN is its compatibility with a number
of browsers and contexts as well as it’s use of a
JavaScript based interpreter and maintenance en-
gine for the preservation of ODA for new and ex-
isting models. However, the latest emile variant
supports a limited subset of objects meaning the
expressiveness of models are reduced by the lack
of drawables and parameters that can be used to
define them in the browser environment. This lim-

itation of the current HTML5 implementation in
JS-EDEN to fully express the characteristics of a
model’s constituent parts, for example the partic-
ular transformations or groupings of objects with
similar semantic meaning or association that make
up an artefact can influence the way in which the
original referent is construed by the user. The in-
teractive graphics represented using the definitive
programming paradigm in JS-EDEN aim to express
the geometric relationships between definitions in a
way which closely represents the referent as the au-
thor intended. The technical issues present in the
evaluation of a definitive platform for interactive
graphics are still relevant today [3]. SVG provides
a framework which contributes to the discussion
on the benefits of definitive notations being used to
represent the dependencies between data.

2 Scope

I aim to replace the existing HTML5 Canvas that
is used to represent visual artefacts with an SVG
based alternative. The existing entities used to rep-
resent shapes and HTML based components will be
replaced with explicit, XML based, SVG definitions
that provide basis for the construction of models
and their artefacts. Existing functions for transfor-
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mations will be reimplemented and extended with
additional transformations. The ability to group
definitions as well as the ability to re-define the
global co-ordinate system of the SVG viewport
and instantiate local co-ordinate systems will also
be maintained. Additional means for establishing
more fluid agency in terms of animation are con-
sidered along side existing agency in terms of the
capabilities of the Eden notation. This redefinition
of the JS-EDEN tool is carried out with a view
to evaluate how the capability and accuracy of the
supporting graphics framework influences the abil-
ity of the definitive notation to support accurate
construal of the author’s intended referent through
the concepts of ODA. This work indirectly supports
one of the further work points that Monks speci-
fies in his dissertation, namely point 9.5 ‘Modelling
with Hierarchical Structures’ [1]. SVG supports a
document tree of elements meaning that observ-
ables would be ordered in a tree hierarchy depend-
ing on their dependency with other SVG elements.
Theoretically watches can be applied to observables
to check whether they are present in the tree or not
after a given operation as is alluded to in Monks
thesis.

3 EM and SVG

JS-EDEN provides a suitable platform to develop
an SVG based drawing library for modelling activ-
ity but SVG isn’t just constrained to the browser
with it’s use well documented in software for the
design of engineering drawings and is implemented
in some commercial CAD packages for the develop-
ment of architectural drawings [5]. SVG is a vector
based image format that contains support for in-
teractivity and animation, it’s XML markup and
meta data support means that SVG drawings can
be searched and indexed directly. SVG also sup-
ports direct and indirect scripting using JavaScript
[7].
Modelling activity using EM tools allows for the

development of artefacts where the personal expe-
rience of situations or particular subject matters is
contained. The technical execution of user interac-
tions between Canvas and SVG di↵ers significantly
. The event model and user interaction supported
by Canvas is coarse where all activity that the user
has with the canvas are based on manually pro-

Figure 1: SVG markup for the rendering of a circle

grammed mouse coordinates. Indeed, in various
models in the JS-EDEN library, significant com-
putation is dedicated to the problem of identifying
where the interactive regions for particular arte-
facts begin and end [9][10]. This can become hard
to track and is open to unexpected behaviour espe-
cially if aspects of the canvas environment change.
The event model and user interaction for SVG is
at the object level with each artefact drawn within
an SVG container representing a primitive graphic
element such as a line, rectangle or path [4]. This
means that interaction can be programmed and as-
signed to a specific element reference rather than
just a region in the canvas. This means that we
can implement di↵erent types of interaction based
on elements in a identified grouping or on di↵erent
mouse keyboard events without the need for com-
plex region identification.

SVG better supports a range of primitive and
complex shape types which can deliver more accu-
rate representation of artefacts as definitions are re-
vised and refined allowing the user to gain a better
understanding of a model. Elements with similar
semantic meaning in the context of a given model
for example could be grouped together using the
<g> tag. Their existing definitions would be pre-
served but they would also have a definition in re-
lation to other elements in their grouping. SVG
also contains features for the painting and filter-
ing of elements. Primitive types can be subject to
the styling attributes of the CSS specification but
also attributes specific to SVG; the marker element
for defining the directedness of a graph with the
use of arrowheads, clipping and masking for ob-
scuring parts of an element or a group of elements
or gradients and filters for defining depth of
field or emphasis which can be applied to elements,
groups and viewports. The number of features that
SVG possesses is important to sound interpretation
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of the construal but it’s well defined, static defini-
tion with attributes that can change dynamically
through agency via an EM tool or otherwise aligns
the drawing framework itself more closely than the
HTML5 canvas to the concepts of observables, de-
pendency and agency. The SVG elements them-
selves are the observables we can refine and revise
and within or outside of the context of an EM tool
where the SVG defined model can become a stan-
dalone iteration of the interaction a user has had
with a model at a particular point in time. SVG can
be subject to state change much in the same way as
the HTML canvas but it can also preserve the state
of visualised observables in a manner independent
of a given EM tool. JS-EDEN is a suitable plat-
form for an experimental implementation of this
alternative visualisation paradigm for models.

4 Applications to JS-EDEN

Previous tools have used the separate Donald line
drawing notation for the development of artefacts
to support modelling activity [8] but the JS-EDEN
environment utilises the fact that the Donald nota-
tion is merely a definitive representation of an un-
derlying EDEN function which provides interactive
graphics in tools such as tkEden for the drawing of
lines. Monks uses the notion of prototype functions
in JavaScript and the Eden func construct to allow
access to a set of primitive shape and mathemat-
ical functions. A picture function is also defined
in order to display specified definitions.

openshape a

within a {
line l1, l2...

(a)

s is Shape(a,b,c,d)

picture is [s]

(b)

Figure 2: Donald syntax and equivalent JSEDEN
syntax for a primitive

We define the observables in the usual defini-
tive manner, variable = value which assigns the
function name and parameter values to the defined
variable name. These observables are then updated
using the drawing library based on any dependen-
cies they may have or agency that may be executing
upon them. The definition and redefinition of com-
ponents on the canvas is executed on the context

property of the HTML Canvas meaning that the
‘observables’ that are to be defined in the picture
are redrawn on each call of the picture function.
An SVG based implementation defines drawing el-
ements within the document tree of the webpage
itself but does so dynamically and at a level of the
tree which does not a↵ect the rest of the content in
the DOM. This would mean, much like how we can
refine observables and observe changes, our modifi-
cation of SVG based artefacts would result in actual

real-time changes of the attributes of the observable
rather than being refreshed and redrawn. It also
means that we can utilise the event based program-
ming model of JavaScript to directly operate on
visualised observables within the DOM using pro-
cedures for specific mouse events on the elements
themselves rather than just the regions surrounding
them.

5 Development

The development of the SVG variant of JS-EDEN
was premised on the emile variant. This relatively
stable version of the tool contains an existing set
of functions and procedures for drawing on the
HTML5 canvas but demonstrated some unexpected
results when experimenting with some of the ex-
isting models.The canvas observable would often
remove existing operations when the surrounding
window was resized and the values for this resizing
would sometimes not permeate though to the rele-
vant observable reference in the symbol table. Due
to the lack of documentation and sometimes obtuse
error message reporting from the JavaScript main-
tainer, the new canvas observable was redefined in
terms of the width and height specified by the user
and not by the dimensions defined by proximity of
the canvas element to other divs.

The svgcanvas replaces the existing HTML5
canvas. Unlike the previous canvas object which
operated on the context object, the SVG canvas is
subject to a number of operations in order to dis-
play or maintain the definitions of new or existing
elements respectively. These operations are used in
the prototype function of each shape primitive or
filter definition.

• createElementNS creates the element defini-
tion
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• getElementById gets existing element

• setAttribute sets attributes of element

• appendChild appends element to the svg
canvas

Existing Definitions

All existing definitions have been re-implemented
in SVG and now have style tags to address the
inconsistencies between some elements having
styling capability versus limited color functional-
ity. The polygon definition uses SVG grouping to
group the points of the polygon together so that
operations such as transform etc can be applied
to the element globally. The text definition now
has font capabilities with SVG being able to
inherintely support non-unicode character types
regardless of the language support of the host
machine. The Arc function has also been redefined
and a Bezier function introduced to leverage the
powerful path rendering capabilities of the SVG
path construct.

New Definitions

Inspired by the Dependency modelling tool in
tkEden by Harfield et al [11], the Path definition
has been implemented with markers to indicate
the directedness of the relationships between nodes.
The path is defined by a start and end node refer-
enced by observable name. Each path can be as-
signed a label indicative of the weight of that par-
ticular path or other metric. Triggers can the be
applied to elements directly for a number of di↵er-
ent events allowing for a representation of the DMT
to be possible in JS-EDEN.
The concept of grouping elements according to

a semantic meaning or location in the model is
also introduced through the use of the layer func-
tion. The layer function makes use of the <g> con-
struct in SVG to group specified observables by
their name. These groupings can be revised in a
similar fashion to the refining of conventional shape
primitives. This allows for functions such as trans-
formations or particular triggered actions to be ap-
plied to a set of observables. Grouping of elements
or having multiple group containers allows for the
concept of co-ordinate systems. The groups can be

Figure 3: Directed dependency visualised using the
new path function

defined in terms of their x and y location as well
as their width and height. The layers can then
be translated around the canvas with the elements
contained within them referencing their (x,y) posi-
tions in terms of the group. This allows for models
which make use of mapping data or graphing as
they can use co-ordinates for observable rendering
in isolation of the global size and specification of the
SVG canvas. New functions for translating observ-
ables have also been implemented with skew being
added, translations can also be applied to grouped
observables. SVG Filter functions have been de-
fined to add additional components such as light
sources and shadows to elements. These functions
can also be redefined to produce di↵erent e↵ects.

6 Testing

Testing of the new SVG variant of JS-EDEN was
incremental. As each function was re-implemented
or a new function added, it was first tested upon
it’s initial definition and then tested again upon
it’s redefinition to ensure that the SVG elements
were being actively maintained by the observable
references in the symbol table. The SVG elements
were also tested in the context of loading in com-
plete models with revised definitions for some shape
primitives. These brought up some issues which
will be discussed later.

6.1 Revisiting Jugs

To test the capabilities of the reimplementation, I
adapted the Jugs model by Beynon to use the new
SVG based primitives as well as additional filters
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Figure 4: The Jugs model, re-implemented in SVG.

and transforms supported by the SVG framework.
The results demonstrated that the relevant observ-
ables and dependencies were maintained in lieu of
the new SVG drawables and that additional agency
could be implemented as a result of the increased
functional scope of the SVG library. The frame
rate recorded for the rendering and agency aspects
of the model as slightly lower (statistic) than the
HTML5 equivalent but when scaled up, the greater
number of pixel manipulations in the HTML5 can-
vas compared to the vector scaling operation meant
that the SVG representation achieved a superior
frame rate.

6.2 Master variant of JSEden

During the development of the SVG variant of JS-
EDEN, Nick Pope revised the emile version to what
is now termed as the ‘Master’ version of JS-EDEN.
Nick’s e↵ort took the existing interface replacing
it’s components with ‘plugins’ and ’views’ where
each drawing function is forms part of the HTML5
canvas plugin. This can then be loaded through the
use of a view. This pattern of usage provides a ba-
sis for ‘hot-plugging’ new plugins such as an SVG
canvas viewer into JS-EDEN while maintaining the
existing Eden engine. Due to time constraints I was
unable to refactor the emile work into this mas-
ter variant but this exercise would be fairly simple
given the ability to create new functions as part
of the drawing plugin and then dynamically calling
the SVG plugin along with an appropriate view.

6.3 Outstanding issues

There are still some issues with using an SVG in the
current emile version of JS-EDEN that are mainly
related to the physical representation of observ-
ables. In HTML5 Canvas, our observables which

relate to shape primitives are not physically repre-
sented in the canvas and there is no reference back
to the observable until the observable is modified
and the canvas redrawn. Under an SVG paradigm,
each observable that contains the value of a shape
primitive is physically defined in the canvas and
is referenced by the observable identifier. However,
due to the way in which the picture parameter is de-
fined, there is no observable identifier passed when
the picture function is updated, this means that
identification is only currently available through
the interpreter which uses a 3rd party plugin for the
text input window. This 3rd party plugin has been
shown to sometimes truncate input and hence not
execute functions when desired meaning it serves as
an unreliable means for identifying the appropriate
observable references.

Some existing models in JS-EDEN make exten-
sive use of jQuery in the manipulation of observ-
ables, dependency and agency. Sometimes func-
tions and procedures are defined in terms of the
EDEN proc and func syntax but then utilise
JQuery and JavaScript to access observable values
and redefine them. This can sometimes result in is-
sues with the definition of observables with drawing
definitions where exceptions are thrown or partic-
ular artefacts of the model fail to render.

7 Future Work

SVG provides a drawing framework with a range of
primitives and e↵ects that can be used to represent
artefacts of models in a way which allows a user to
develop an arguably more meaningful understand-
ing of a given construal given it’s greater depth of
representation and interactivity. The next step for
JS-EDEN is to further support more complex mod-
els with many observables, dependency and com-
plex agency such as those observed in the malaria
model [?] with e�ciency while retaining the ability
to experiment with each aspect of the models in the
environment to maintain exploration and personal
understanding of the subject matter. This could be
achieved by using a hybrid visualisation framework
that uses HTML5 for intensive pixel based com-
putation and SVG for the representation of specific
elements where e�cient scaling and frequent refine-
ment of the observable value is required. Packages
such as Raphael.js provide JavaScript capability
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for producing SVG graphics without the need for
direct interaction with the DOM which would make
maintenance and implementation of future func-
tionality easier given the extensive documentation
of the library.

8 Conclusion

JS-EDEN is one of a number of tools that is con-
tributing to the current direction of Empirical Mod-
elling, providing a platform that uses a single defini-
tive notation with which to develop models that ex-
hibit the concepts of observables, dependency and
agency. The SVG implementation of JS-EDEN has
led me to evaluate the appropriateness of an XML
based drawing framework in the context of a system
which requires frequent maintenance of the defini-
tions of the XML attributes as well as their de-
pendencies between parent elements and other ele-
ments in a document tree representative of a given
model. While SVG provides an alternative means
for representing these models, it has been observed
the continuous population and updating of the doc-
ument tree leads to noticeable increases in load
time when compared to models populated in their
HTML5 canvas equivalent. With the introduction
of the more stable master version of JS-EDEN, it
may be more appropriate to introduce a drawing
framework that is capable of using both SVG and
HTML5 Canvas [12] to produce models capable of
complex visualisation and scalability.
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A SVG Jugs Representation

<svg xmlns=”http ://www.w3 . org /2000/ svg”
xmlns : x l i nk=”http ://www.w3 . org /1999/ x l i nk ”
ve r s i on =”1.1” id=”svgcanvas ” width=”100%”
he ight=”100%” cu r r e n t s c a l e=”1”>

<f o r e i gnOb j e c t id=”but1” x=”50” y=”230” width=”100”
he ight=”50” s t y l e=” l e f t : 50px ; top : 230px;”>

<input type=”button” id=”but1” value =”1: F i l l A
”>

</fo re ignObjec t>

<f o r e i gnOb j e c t id=”but2” x=”120” y=”230” width=”100”
he ight=”50” s t y l e=” l e f t : 120px ; top : 230px;”>

<input type=”button” id=”but2” value =”2: F i l l B
” d i s ab l ed=”d i s ab l ed”>

</fo re ignObjec t>

<f o r e i gnOb j e c t id=”but3” x=”200” y=”230” width=”100”
he ight=”50” s t y l e=” l e f t : 200px ; top : 230px;”>

<input type=”button” id=”but3” value =”3:Empty
A” d i s ab l ed=”d i s ab l ed”>

</fo re ignObjec t>

<f o r e i gnOb j e c t id=”but4” x=”300” y=”230” width=”100”
he ight=”50” s t y l e=” l e f t : 300px ; top : 230px;”>

<input type=”button” id=”but4” value =”4:Empty
B”>

</fo re ignObjec t>

<f o r e i gnOb j e c t id=”but5” x=”390” y=”230” width=”100”
he ight=”50” s t y l e=” l e f t : 390px ; top : 230px;”>

<input type=”button” id=”but5” value =”5:Pour”>
</fo re ignObjec t>

<g id=”s t a t u s l a b e l g ” font�f ami ly=”Verdana” font�s i z e
=”15”>
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<t ex t id=”s t a t u s l a b e l ” x=”250” y=”150” f i l l =”
black”>Target i s 4 : awai t ing input</text>

</g>

< l i n e id=”j u gA l e f t ” x1=”50” y1=”200” x2=”50” y2=”140”
s t r oke=”black ” stroke�width=”2”></ l i n e>

< l i n e id=”jugA r ight ” x1=”110” y1=”200” x2=”110” y2
=”140” s t r oke=”black ” stroke�width=”2”></ l i n e>

< l i n e id=”jugA base ” x1=”50” y1=”200” x2=”110” y2
=”200” s t r oke=”black ” stroke�width=”2”></ l i n e>

< l i n e id=” j u gB l e f t ” x1=”140” y1=”200” x2=”140” y2
=”100” s t r oke=”black ” stroke�width=”2”></ l i n e>

< l i n e id=”jugB r i gh t ” x1=”200” y1=”200” x2=”200” y2
=”100” s t r oke=”black ” stroke�width=”2”></ l i n e>

< l i n e id=”jugB base ” x1=”140” y1=”200” x2=”200” y2
=”200” s t r oke=”black ” stroke�width=”2”></ l i n e>

<r e c t id=”jugA water ” x=”50” y=”200” rx=”0” ry=”0”
width=”60” he ight=”0” s t y l e=” f i l l : b lue ; opac i ty
:0.40”></ rect>

<r e c t id=”jugB water ” x=”140” y=”100” rx=”0” ry=”0”
width=”60” he ight=”100” s t y l e=” f i l l : b lue ; opac i ty
:0.40”></ rect></svg>
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